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Abstract 

As a technique to ensure absence of undesired interference in transactional 

computations, Concurrency Control (CC) guarantees logical data consistency via 

providing transaction isolation, thus contributing to their dependability. However, 

single-version CC, which requires that a transaction system always works on the 

current version of a data item, may introduce unpredictable delays for real-time 

transactions because of unbounded blocking time which may cause deadline misses. 

Compared to single-version CC (current value of a data item is available but the 

historical values are overwritten and not accessible) mechanism, multi-version 

Concurrency Control (MVCC, historical values of a data item are maintained in a 

version list and accessible) mechanisms have several advantages. The benefit of 

multiple versions for concurrency control is helping the scheduler avoid rejecting 

operations, which could improve the concurrency for real-time transaction systems. 

Because transactions are less likely to be blocked using MVCC, timeliness could be 

improved. Transaction isolation levels, out of which the serializable one is the highest, 

control the degree of interference-freedom of concurrent transactions. Instead of 

serializable isolation, some MVCC mechanisms are known to achieve a relaxed level 

of isolation. In order to select an appropriate MVCC mechanism that guarantees both 

timeliness and an acceptable level of isolation for a given transaction set, trade-off 

analysis between isolation and timeliness is necessary. However, even though 

approaches have been proposed to analyze timeliness and isolation together, they 

only focus on lock-based single-version concurrency control algorithms, not on 

MVCC.  

In this thesis, we focus on modeling multi-version based real-time transaction 

system as a network of timed automata, and verify the consistency of the tradeoff 

transaction timeliness and isolation in UPPAAL. We propose a modular modeling 

approach to model real-time multi-version transaction systems by reusing and 

extending set of basic blocks. The proposed approach not only reduces the modeling 

efforts, but also enables easy adjustment for adapting current MVCC mechanism to 

another. Assuming a given transaction set, we model three MVCC algorithms 

including multi-version Timestamp Ordering, a variant of multi-version Two-Phase 

locking and a Two-Version Priority Ceiling Protocol, and verify both timeliness and 

isolation level. The verification results show that Two-Version Priority Ceiling 

Protocol outperforms the other two MVCC algorithms with the given transaction set.  

Keywords: Real-time transaction management, MVCC, model-checking, 

timeliness, isolation 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of large-scale embedded systems, many real-time 

applications need to store data in databases [1]. Traditional DataBase Management 

Systems (DBMSs) are mainly concerned with enforcing the so-called ACID (Atomicity, 

Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties. They do not provide enforcement of the 

timing constraints imposed by real-time applications [3]. It is possible to use 

traditional DBMSs in real-time applications, but they are not able to guarantee any 

bounds on response times. As a result, deadline misses may occur, which may lead to 

catastrophic consequences for the hard real-time applications. Therefore, the so-called 

Real-Time DataBase Management Systems (RTDBMSs) have emerged [2]. RTDBMSs 

not only ensure the logical correctness of data management, but also ensure the 

timeliness for each transaction in the system.   

In DBMSs, shared data may be accessed by concurrent transactions simultaneously.  

Rendering executions of concurrent transactions to possibly interfere with each other, 

which may cause logical data inconsistency in the database. Concurrency Control (CC) 

mechanisms are thus introduced to prevent unwanted interference [10]. The freedom 

of interference from concurrent transactions is referred to as isolation [7]. Traditional 

CC mechanisms ensuring full isolation may cause deadline misses in RTDBMS [8]. 

Real-time database system should be predicable and all transactions must meet their 

deadlines without any unbounded blocks. Hence, some new CC mechanisms that relax 

the isolation to a lower level have been proposed for real-time domain [36]. 

In general, CC could be divided into two categories: single-version concurrency 

control and multi-version Concurrency Control (MVCC) [30]. In single-version based 

CC mechanisms, all the transactions in DBMS can only get access to a data item with 

its current value. All the old values in history are overwritten and cannot be accessed. 

On the contrary, in multi-version concurrency control mechanisms, each write 

operation produces a new version of data x. The historical values of data x are kept in 

a list of versions of x, which are assigned by previous write operations. For each read 

operation on x, the transaction will choose the right version to read based on a certain 

mechanism (e.g. timestamps). Compared to single-version based CC mechanisms, 

MVCC mechanisms have an advantage in meeting transaction deadlines. The benefit 

of multiple versions for concurrency control is to help the scheduler avoid 

unnecessarily rejecting operations. For instance, in single-version lock-based CC, if a 

data item is locked by a write lock, all the read requests on the data item will be rejected. 

Unbounded blocks, and even the deadline miss may occur. However, under lock-based 

MVCC, if a data item is write-locked, the read requests on the data item can still be 

approved and the blocking time decreases. 

  Hence, the timeliness of transactions could be improved by applying MVCC 

mechanisms in RTDBMS due to the reduced blocking time. Famous MVCC 

mechanisms such as multi-version Timestamp Ordering (MVTO), multi-version 

2PL(MV2PL) are widely introduced and used [29]. These MVCC mechanisms could be 

used directly or by some modifications in RTDBMSs. Several variant algorithms for 

multi-version based RTDBMS are proposed in [11,12].  

While MVCC mechanisms allow for more concurrency, some of them may lead to the 

relaxed isolation for transaction systems. Hence, both timeliness and isolation should 

be analyzed when adapting a MVCC in RTDBMS. In order to make the RTDBMS more 
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predictable, modeling and checking real-time concurrency control properties is 

necessary. A generic approach has been proposed in literature [3] to model real-time 

transactions with taking both real-time properties and isolation into consideration in 

UPPAAL, in which Two Phase Lock protocol (2PL) and Two Phase Locking High 

Priority (2PL-HP) have been modeled and verified. However, the authors only consider 

the single-version based concurrency control mechanisms.  

In this thesis, we use model-checking to verify properties of real-time transactions 

under MVCC, in order to make it more predictable for designing the database 

management in real-time embedded applications. Since modeling transaction sets and 

MVCC algorithms is not trivial, we employ a modular approach for this activity. 

Therefore, we reuse and extend the basic modeling patterns and skeletons introduced 

by Cai et al. [3] to model real-time transaction systems under MVCC mechanisms. 

Three MVCC algorithms are modeled including multi-version Timestamp 

Ordering(MVTO), a variant of multi-version Two-Phase locking(MV2PL) and a Two-

Version Priority Ceiling Protocol(2VPCP) with the given transaction set. After the 

modeling work, the timeliness and isolation properties are specified, and verified using 

the model checking tool UPPAAL. Based on the verification results with respect to a 

given set of properties, we carry out an analysis of the latter for the considered MVCC 

algorithms. 

The contribution of this thesis consists of a modular modeling approach for 

modeling MVCC under RTDBMS, as well as applying formal verification on a given set 

of transactions considering both timeliness and isolation. We show the modeling and 

verification approach on three selected MVCC candidates, that is, MVTO, variant 

MV2PL and 2VPCP. The timeliness and isolation properties of the given transaction 

set are verified by using UPPAAL verification tool under the three MVCC algorithms. 

   The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows: Section2 presents the 

background. Problem formulation is presented in Section3. The research method and 

our proposed modeling approach are discussed in Section4 and Section5, respectively. 

The modeling work on three MVCC algorithms with a given transaction set and the 

corresponding verification results and analysis are presented in Section6 and Section7, 

respectively. In Section8, we talk about the related work. A short summary, as well as 

the future work will be presented in section 9.    
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2. Background 

In this section, we will briefly talk about basic concepts of real-time transaction, the 

basic knowledge about concurrency control and multi-version concurrency control, an 

overview on isolation level under concurrency control and timed automata tool 

UPPAAL. 

2.1 Real-time transaction 

A transaction is defined as a set of operations, called a work unit, and a set of 

properties to be satisfied [26]. By its original definition [29], traditional transaction 

systems must guarantee the so-called ACID properties, that is, atomicity (a transaction 

either runs completely or rollbacks all changes), consistency (a transaction executing 

by itself must not violate logical constraints), isolation (uncommitted changes of one 

transaction should not be seen by concurrent transactions) and durability (committed 

changes are made permanent) [16]. Logical data consistency is the most important 

concern in non-real-time DBMSs, and is ensured by transaction management. 

However, for hard real-time transactions, they not only focus on logical data 

consistency, but also focus on the specific deadlines [1]. In RTDBMS, rigorous 

requirements on ACID properties (especially the isolation level) may cause deadline 

miss. More flexible isolation level definitions are proposed in [6] based on standard 

ANSI/ISO SQL-92 definitions for isolation levels [17]. 

Usually, real-time transaction systems assign priorities based on the temporal 

characteristics of transactions, such as period and execution time [1]. It has been 

shown that the priority assignment policy has significant impact on performance [1]. 

Some of the policies for assigning priorities to real-time transactions include:  
1) Earliest Deadline First (EDF),  
For example, we have two transactions (T1 and T2) in a transaction system, if 

deadline of T1 is 4 and deadline of T2 is 6. With EDF, T1 has higher priority than T2.  
2) Longest Execution Transaction First. 
For example, we have two transactions (T1 and T2) in a transaction system, if    

the execution time of T1 is 4 and the execution time of T2 is 6. With Longest Execution 
Transaction First, T2 has higher priority than T1.  

2.2 Concurrency control and Multi-Version Concurrency control 

Concurrency Control (CC) mechanisms are introduced to prevent unwanted 

interferences between transactions under the situation that concurrent transactions 

accessing the same data item [16]. There are many kinds of CC mechanisms. Here we 

only consider lock-based and timestamp-based CC mechanisms. In lock-based CC, 

transactions need to obtain the lock on the data before performing the operation on 

the data item and the lock will be released after using the data. The lock and unlock 

requests will be handled by a lock manager in the lock-based CC. If the lock request is 

granted, the corresponding transaction can perform the operation on the data. 

Otherwise, conflict resolution depends on the algorithms. Some algorithms choose to 

let the rejected transactions wait until the lock is released, while some algorithms 

choose to abort one of the conflicting transactions. In this way, lock-based CC could 

avoid the read-write conflicts and ensure the data correctness. Famous lock-based CC 

like Two Phase Lock protocol (2PL), Two Phase Locking High Priority (2PL-HP), Strict 
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Two-Phase Locking are widely used [6]. In timestamp-based mechanisms, each 

transaction in transaction system will be assigned a unique timestamp before the 

transaction start. The transaction system under timestamp mechanism will perform 

the data operations with the timestamps order of the transactions [16]. Among 

timestamp-based mechanisms, Timestamp Ordering (TO) mechanism is widely used. 

However, these CC mechanisms are just single-version CC. 

Single-version CC only maintains the current value of the data and all the historical 

values are overwritten. In this situation, data operations may be rejected frequently, 

the concurrency is low and the performance of DBMS is degraded. This is a big 

limitation for single-version based CC. MVCC is a kind of CC that the historical values 

of data items will be maintained in lists. In MVCC, a write operation on a data item will 

create a new version of the data, and a read operation on a data item will get the most 

suitable data version from the list of the data item. Too old versions of data items will 

be deleted based on a certain mechanism from the lists of data items [35]. An MVCC 

algorithm may use lock-based or timestamp-based mechanisms. Compared with 

single-version CC, MVCC could have better performance than single-version based CC 

due to its high concurrency and low rejection rate of data access. Famous MVCC 

mechanisms such as multi-version Timestamp Ordering (MVTO), multi-version 

2PL(MV2PL) are widely used and introduced in database textbooks [26]. Many other 

variants of algorithms are proposed for real-time domain based on the existing MVCC 

algorithms. For example, a two-version based MVCC for real-time domain is proposed 

in literature [11] called 2VPCP which is derived from [4]. A multiversion locking 

protocol with freezing for secure real-time database systems is proposed by Park C et 

al. [32].  

It is important to briefly introduce running mechanisms of three candidate MVCC 

algorithms which will be modeled with our proposed modular modeling approach. The 

three algorithms and their characteristics are shown in Table 1: 

 

Algorithms Type Running mechanism 

  1.Reads never fail. 

2.Write operation will follow the time-

stamp to create a data version. 

3.Late (timestamp) write operations 

cause aborts  

 Lock and 

Timestamp-based 

1.Reads never fail following MVTO. 

2.Write operations need write locks to 

create new versions of data items 

 
 

1.Three kinds of locks are used.  

2.Each data item has three kinds of 

priority ceilings. 

3.Read and write operations need read 

and write locks.  

4.Transactions with write operations 

need certify locks when they want to 

commit.  

          Tbl.1 Characteristics of three candidate MVCC algorithms 

MVTO 

A variant MV2PL 

2VPCP Lock-Based 

Timestamp-based 
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For example, we have a transaction T1 in a transaction system working as following: 

                               T1: Read(A)                 Write(A) 

1) T1 under MVTO 

Transaction T1 will be assigned a timestamp when it starts. When T1 read A, it will 

read the version of A with the largest timestamp less than or equal to timestamp of T1.     

For write(A), if the version of A with the largest timestamp less than or equal to 

timestamp of T1 has been read by a later transaction with bigger timestamp than T1, 

then T1 will abort. Otherwise, T1 will either create a new version of A or overwrite the 

current version A. 

2) T1 under MV2PL  

Transaction T1 will be assigned a timestamp when it starts. Read(A) follows the 

MVTO. For Write(A), T1 will first apply write lock on data A, if lock is granted then 

create a new version of A, otherwise, T1 is put into the waiting queue until the write 

lock is granted. 

3) T1 under 2VPCP  

Transaction T1 will first try to obtain the read lock on A, if T1 gets the read lock on 

A, then it will perform the read operation on A, otherwise it will be put into the waiting 

queue. For write (A), T1 tries to obtain the write lock on A, if T1 gets the write lock on 

A, then it will perform the write operation on A. When T1 finishes its stuff and wants 

to commit. It should obtain the certify lock on A, then commits the data version that 

produced by the T1. All the locks will be released at the end of T1. 

2.3 Isolation Overview 

(1) Generalized Isolation  

The concept of isolation in DBMS means that the execution of one transaction will 

not be interfered by other transactions which execute concurrently. It is important and 

reasonable to achieve isolation properties for concurrent transactions. However, 

sometimes full isolation may cause the system performance degradation and also it is 

not always compulsory to achieve full isolation for transactions which means proper 

relaxation for isolation level is deserved to be considered. In fact, the relaxation for 

isolation has been introduced and put into practice in industry and research areas. 

The concept of isolation levels was first introduced in [13] under the name Degrees 

of Consistency. And the work aims to provide improved concurrency for workloads by 

using the method which sacrifices the guarantees of perfect isolation and set the stage 

for ANSI/ISO SQL-92 definitions for isolation levels [17]. Most commercial DBMSs 

support the isolation levels defined by ANSI/ISO SQL92 standard which contains four 

levels: SERIALIZABILITY, REPEATABLE READS, READ COMMITTED, and READ 

UNCOMMITTED, where, READ UNCOMMITTED is the most relaxed isolation level 

and the SERIALIZABILITY is the strictest isolation level. 

As mentioned, a set of generalized definitions for isolation levels was proposed in [6] 

by using the concept of phenomena. A type of behavior that can cause data 

inconsistency is defined as a phenomenon, which could be described by the direct 

conflicts of two committed transactions. The isolation levels are defined according to 

the existence of a certain subset of the phenomena. An isolation level prohibits a 
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certain subset of phenomena. Three kinds of direct conflicts are defined and the 

predicate based operations are not considered. These three conflicts are Direct read-

dependency, Direct write-dependency and Direct anti-dependency. Assume that we 

have two transactions Ti and Tj and they operate on data item x. The concrete 

definitions defined in [6] for them are shown in following Table 2. 

 
Conflicts Name Description (Tj conflicts on Ti) 

Direct read-dependency Ti installs xi, Tj reads xi 
Direct write-dependency Ti installs xi and Tj installs x’s next version 
Direct anti-dependency Ti reads xh and Tj installs x’s next version 

Tbl2. Direct conflicts definitions 
 

   Direct Serialization Graph(DSG) can be defined based on direct conflicts definitions. 

For example, a transition from Ti to Tj rw

i jT T  represents the
jT  directly anti-

depends on iT . With the same principle, wr

i jT T and ww

i jT T  denote direct 

read-dependency and direct write-dependency, respectively. 

   For example, there are two transactions (T1 and T2) in a transaction system. The 

transaction system is shown as following: 

                                   T1:   R(A) W(B) Commit 

                                   T2:  W(A) W(B) Commit 

   Transactions T1 and T2 share the data items A and B. The possible direct anti-

dependency is 
1 2

rwT T on data item A between T1 and T2.  

   Based on the definitions of direct conflicts and DSG, the phenomena defined by Adya 

et al in [6] are shown in the Table 3.  

 

Phenomenon Description 

G0 
The DSG of the transaction execution contains a directed 

cycle consisting entirely of write-dependency edges. 

G1a 
The execution includes a committed transaction Ti and an 

aborted transaction Tj, and Ti reads the data modified by Tj. 

G1b 

The execution includes a committed transaction Ti that reads 

a modification of Tj, and this modification is not the final 

modification of Tj. 

G1c 

The DSG of the execution contains a directed cycle including 

any dependency edges (but no anti-dependency edges in the 

cycle) 
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G2 
The DSG of the transaction execution contains a directed 

cycle consisting one or more anti-dependency edges. 

  Tbl3. Phenomena definitions  

When making isolation level analysis, the phenomena table above could be a 

reference to evaluate and verify which isolation level the transaction system could 

achieve. For example, SERIALIZABILITY prohibits all the phenomena in the table. But 

for READ COMMITTED, only G1 and G0 should be prohibited. In this way, verifying 

isolation level means to prove the existence of a certain subset of phenomena during 

the transaction executions in DBMS. If some of these phenomena exist, the transaction 

system is not fully isolated and this also means the isolation level is relaxed. For a given 

transaction set, the data access behaviors of all transactions are known a priori. We can 

enumerate all the possible conflicts sequences for arbitrary two transactions that will 

access to the same data items and match these sequences with the phenomena in Tbl.2. 

We call this naïve approach as an enumeration method and it will be used for 

evaluating the isolation level for transaction systems.   
(2) Snapshot Isolation 

In DBMSs and transaction management, achieving snapshot isolation guarantees 

that all the read operations in a transaction will only recognize the consistent snapshot 

of the data-items [16]. In fact, the transaction read the last committed versions of the 

data at the time that the transaction started. And the transaction could commit 

successfully only if it has made no updates(writes) which conflict with any other 

concurrent updates(writes) since that snapshot. That means write-write conflicts will 

cause the transaction to abort. 

In practice, snapshot isolation is widely utilized under MVCC. Snapshot Isolation is 

achieved by many MVCC mechanisms.  In MVCC, the historical values (versions) of 

each data item x are maintained in a list. In this way, the concurrency and the 

performance of the database system will be improved significantly under MVCC. Each 

write operation on a data item creates a new version for the data item. And the 

concurrent read operations on the data item is allowed if not conflicting with the write 

operations and read the required versions of the data item [16]. Snapshot Isolation 

guarantees that transactions that modify data do not block transactions that read data, 

and transactions that read data do not block transactions that write data. Actually, the 

snapshot isolation does not always produce serializable schedules and it works 

similarly to the READ COMMITTED isolation level. For example, in SQL Server, these 

transactions with Snapshot Isolation property are under READ COMMITTED 

isolation level. 

As a special isolation level mainly used in MVCC, it will not only increase the 

concurrency but also improve the database performance and qualities. Snapshot 

isolation has already been used under MVCC and adopted by many database systems 

such as Firebird, SQL Anywhere, Oracle, PostgreSQL, InterBase, MongoDB [33] and 

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and later. 

2.4 Timed automata and UPPAAL 

The timed automata model was proposed in 1990 by Alur and Dill [27]. It is designed 

for analyzing finite-state systems with real-value clocks [28]. UPPAAL, as a state-of-
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the-art model-checking tool for real-time systems which is designed by Uppsala 

University and Aalborg University based on extended timed automata model, has been 

widely used in real-time modeling domains [5]. We use UPPAAL timed automata as 

our modeling language to model the transaction system. The properties are specified 

as UPPAAL queries, which is a subset of TCTL language. UPPAAL model checker is the 

tool to check whether the specified properties (the queries) are satisfied by the model 

(which is a network of UPPAAL timed automata). It is necessary to introduce some 

preliminary knowledge about UPPAAL. An example will be presented to show how 

UPPAAL works. Figure 1 shows timed automata in UPPAAL. 

 

 

 

        

 

Fig.1 Graphical representation of timed automata in UPPAAL 

A clock variable in UPPAAL is for keeping track of the time elapsed. Channel signal 

is for synchronization between two automata. Variables defined locally in an 

automaton are only visible in the automaton.  Variables defined globally could be 

accessed by the whole system. In the picture above, two automata X1 and X2 are 

presented. A clock variable clk is locally defined in automaton X1 and X2, respectively 

and cs is global integer variable. Channel signal ch is defined for synchronization 

between X1 and X2. 

Locations are connected with other locations via edges. For example, locations begin, 

T1, T2 and T3 are connected in X1. A location may have an invariant. For instance, T5 

in X2 has an invariant clk<=3.  This means that X2 may delay at T5 for at most 3 time 

units, before it leaves T5. Each edge may have a Guard, a Sync and an Update. A guard 

is a condition in the form of Boolean-valued expression, only if condition is satisfied 

then the corresponding transition will be taken. Channel can be used in Sync on an 

edge for synchronization. A channel is used for synchronization between sender and 

receiver. The exclamation mark “!” and the question mark “?” denote the sender and 

receiver, respectively. Binary channel is only for one to one synchronization. If a sender 

or receiver of a binary channel is not ready, the corresponding receiver or sender will 

be blocked. For instance, in Fig1, a binary channel ch is defined, and used on the edge 

from T2 to T3. Only when T5 in X2 sends the signal by channel ch, T2 can move to T3. 

Broadcast channel is used in a situation that one sender and arbitrate receivers. Once 

the sender sends the signal, all of the receivers will receive the signal. An Update, 

assigns certain values to discrete variables, or resets clock variables. Guards and 

Updates can be defined as user-defined functions. For instance, the user-defined 

function dec(cs) is called on the edge between T4 and T5. Besides, a location could be 

urgent (marked as U) or committed (marked as C). When an automaton reaches an 

urgent location, it must take the next transition without any delay. However, as long as 

the time does not progress, another automaton may take transition in between. For 
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committed location, no delay could occur and it will move to next location immediately. 

No other automaton may take transition in between. 

The query language for UPPAAL is shown as following: 

• E <> p: there exists a path where p eventually holds. 

• A [] p: for all paths p always holds. 

• E [] p: there exists a path where p always holds. 

• A <> p: for all paths p will eventually hold. 

For instance, we want to verify that for all the paths X1 never reaches T3, then we 

should write like this “A [] not X1. T3”. When the system fails to meet the expected 

property, the model checker produces a counterexample that helps to identify the 

source of the error in the system design [15].   
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3. Problem formulation 

In this section we are outlining the problem that we are tackling in the thesis together 

with its motivation. Assume that a RTDBMS is required to achieve a MVCC mechanism. 

For RTDBMSs designers, it is important for them to select a proper MVCC mechanism 

for a certain RTDBMS. Since RTDBMS not only focuses on logical data consistency 

which is ensured by isolation, but also focuses on timeliness for each transaction. 

Hence, when designing a RTDBMS, both timeliness and isolation should be taken into 

consideration.  

For example, when using a MVCC algorithm to control concurrency to a transaction 

system which contains three transactions T1, T2 and T3. The three transactions 

perform both read and write operations on data item A and B. Each of the transactions 

is assigned with a specific relative deadline.  

         T1:  Read(B)     Read(A)                         deadline :6 

         T2: Write(A)    Read(B)    Write(B)     deadline :8 

         T3: Read(A)     Write(B)                        deadline :6 

We assume that MVTO and MV2PL are performed on the transaction system and 

the results show that under MVTO, both timeliness and isolation could be ensured. 

However, under MV2PL, the isolation is ensured but transaction T2 misses its deadline. 

Under this situation, the RTDBMS designers need to select MVTO as the proper MVCC 

to implement the RTDBMS since it ensures both timeliness and isolation for the 

transaction system. In this example, the MV2PL uses rigorous lock mechanism 

(pessimistic CC) to ensure full isolation, which causes T2 misses deadline. It is 

important to select most the appropriate MVCC mechanism for a target RTDBMS. 

In order to select a proper MVCC for a given set of transactions and give more 

instructions for RTDBMS designers to design a safe and predictable RTDBMS. We 

need to check whether the timeliness and isolation properties of a given transaction 

system are satisfied or breached under a certain MVCC algorithm. Therefore, we 

choose model checking as our technique because it provides a guarantee of the 

properties by exhaustively checking all possible states. In this thesis, we choose model-

checking software UPPAAL as our main tool to check the properties of transaction 

system under different MVCC algorithms. The research points of this thesis includes 

following parts: 

1. A generic modeling approach for MVCC based real-time transaction system should 

be proposed; 

2. Model real-time transaction systems with associated multi-version concurrency 

control mechanisms in UPPAAL using the proposed modeling approach; 

3. The isolation and timeliness of the created transaction model should be specified 

as TCTL properties and verified using verification tool in UPPAAL.  

By doing this work, the RTDBMS designers can get more instructions to select more 

suitable MVCC algorithms for a specific RTDBMS considering both timeliness and 

isolation properties. The design of a RTDBMS will be more predictable. 
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4. Research Methodology 

The architecture of our research methodology is shown in Figure 2:  
 

Begin

Checking

Literature Review

Case Study

Propose modeling approach

Validation and 
Evaluation

Satisfy

No

Ok

 
Fig.2 architecture of research methodology 

 

The research methodology contains the following steps: 
1) Literature review 
    By studying the literature on transaction management, we can get understanding 
on the concepts of DBMSs, CC and MVCC and existing MVCC algorithms for 
RTDBMSs, as well as the state-of-art of modeling transactions under real-time 
MVCC mechanisms.  
2) Case study  
    We select several existing real-time MVCC algorithms as cases, to study their 
common and variant characteristics. By using the case study method, the candidate 
MVCC algorithms could be specified and selected. 
3) Propose Modeling approach  
    Based on the real-time MVCC algorithms presented in literatures, we will propose 
our own general modeling approaches for a set of MVCC algorithms with combining 
the real-time specializations and isolation property in UPPAAL. The modeling 
approach may be adjusted and modified depending on validation and checking 
process. 
4) Validation, Evaluation and Checking 

Our validation and evaluation actually evaluate the applicability of our proposed 
modeling approach. On one hand, we evaluate whether this modular approach can 
be applied to model different MVCCs. On the other hand, we need to evaluate 
whether the created models are correct, by checking whether the verification results 
of these models match our expectations (timeliness and isolation). We use "proof-
of-concept" method at validation and evaluation stage. We create UPPAAL models 
for a given transaction set under three MVCC algorithms using our proposed 
modeling approach as a proof-of-concept.  

The checking process is based on the verification results of three MVCC algorithms. 
If the results match our expectations then they are satisfied, otherwise we will check 
whether there is any possible problem with our proposed approach or the 
implementations. The relevant analysis need to be done. 
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5. Modeling approach 

In this section, a modular modeling approach under MVCC is proposed and the 
detailed modeling patterns are reused or extended from the basic blocks which are 
proposed in [3]. We have following assumptions for modeling the MVCC.  

(1) We assume all the basic database operations(read/write) are memory based, and 
we do not consider I/O blocking and disk access operation. The transaction 
system consists of a single processor, and a database residing in a main memory 
buffer pool. 

(2) The worst case execution time and best case execution time on the basic 
write/read operation and calculation could be specified by the designer of the 
database or obtained by the code analysis using certain software. 

(3) We assume that the basic database operations are atomic. That means during the 
basic read/write operations, the transactions are non-preemptive. Under lock-
based MVCC, the lock manager is running in the highest priority. 

(4) All the transactions are scheduled with Fixed Priority Scheduling policies and 
some of them are integrated with Priority Inheritance Protocol or Priority Ceiling 
Protocol. 

(5) We do not consider concrete database recovery and rollback. They are modeled 
implicitly on the conceptual level. 

  First, we will discuss our proposed modular modeling approach, and then the 
detailed modeling design will be presented. 

5.1 Modular modeling approach 

A modular modeling approach is proposed in this thesis. Now we will give the 
detailed description for the proposed modular modeling approach. 

Definition1. A real-time multi-version concurrent transaction system NS is defined 
by the following parallel composition: 

0 1 2 1 1 2 1:  || || || || || || || || || ||S n nN T T T T Mvc LockManager O O O   

In this definition, nT  is the timed automaton of transaction nT , Mvc  is the timed 

automaton of the Version controller for MVCC. Mvc is mainly for updating data 

versions, including inserting new versions and deleting old versions. LockManager

works for the lock-based mechanism, including lock request, lock grant, lock refuse, 

unlock operations and etc. nO  denotes that the Isolation Observer which is discussed 

in section 2.3 based on the concept phenomena. Each phenomenon will be created as 

an Isolation Observer for verifying which isolation level the transaction system could 

achieve using an enumerative method. These basic elements constitute a complete 

modeling architecture for transaction system under MVCC. When we model different 

kinds of MVCC, only small adjustments need to be made based on this modeling 

approach. 
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5.2 Modeling skeletons and patterns 

     Some basic skeletons and patterns for modeling real-time transactions have been 
proposed in literature by Cai and his colleagues [3]. We will reuse and extend the 
patterns in [3], and also propose our own patterns when necessary. In this section, six 
kinds of basic skeletons and patterns will be introduced and the multi-version based 
real-time transaction system could be modeled by using and extending the following 
skeletons and patterns. In this way, the modeling work will be easier and less time 
consuming. 
(1) Basic Read/Write Operation Pattern 
  Basic Read/Write Operation Pattern in real-time transaction is extended and shown 
in Figure 3, which is derived from [3]. We add the Read () and Write () functions for 
reading existing data version and creating new version of data to adapt to multi-version 
mechanism based on the original pattern. 

      

C

C

sch()!=ti
sch()==ti

tpc:=0,cs:=ticpufree?
wait

operation

Operation_Done

cpufree!
cs:=-1

tpc<=WCET
tpc>=BCET

(Nwrite/Nread[i][j]!)

previous location

Write()/Read()

 
         Fig.3 Modified Read/Write Operation Pattern 

 

  In Fig.3, the local defined clock variable tpc keeps track of the time spent on the 

operation(read/write). The scheduler for the transaction system is modeled implicitly 

using user-defined function sch (), which decides which transaction should execute 

next. When the transaction(ti) obtains the CPU and it will set the cs=ti and reset the 

tpc. Then the transaction system performs the operation. In fact, when the cs is set to 

ti, the transaction enters a critical section. That also means it is a non-preemptive 

region. The broadcast channel cpufree is sent when the CPU is released and cs will be 

set to -1 before reaching the location Operation_Done. WCET and BCET are the worst 

case execution time and best case execution time, respectively. And these two 

parameters could be obtained by analyzing the code or specified by the DBMS 

designers. The invariant and guard are used to ensure that the time spent on the 

operation should be at least BCET time units and at most WCET time units. Normally, 

after performing the operation, the transaction will notify the Isolation Observer that 

the operation is finished using channel Nwrite or Nread. For the Isolation Observer, 

we will discuss it in the later patterns. It is important to note that if we have a 

calculation operation, the calculation operation will also use this pattern. But the 

difference is that the calculation operation could be preempted by the higher priority 

transactions instead of entering the nonpreemptable region or the critical section. 
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(2) Lock Request Pattern 
   The pattern in Figure 4 is designed for lock-based CC mechanisms and proposed in 
[3]. We reuse this pattern for lock-based MVCC. 
 

                               

C

CLocked

Previous location

CApply for Lock
Wait

Following locations

Lock[i][j][k]!
wait[i][j][k]? cpufree!
cs:=-1

grant[i][j][k]?

grant[i][j][k]?

sch()==ti

sch()==ti

 
          

Fig.4 Lock request pattern in transactions 
 

    In Fig.4, if transaction(ti) wants to obtain a lock on a data item. It will first send the 
signal to the lock manager by the channel lock[i][j][k] (i denotes the transaction ID, j 
denotes the data ID and k denotes the lock type). After sending signal, the transaction 
will wait for response from the lock manager. If the lock request is granted, then the 
transaction will receive the signal from the lock manager with channel grant. However, 
if the request is rejected, the lock manger will send the signal by channel wait, then 
after the transaction receives the signal, it releases the CPU and waits until it receives 
the grant signal. After obtaining the lock, then the transaction can perform operations 
on the data item.  
(3) Timed automaton skeleton for a work unit 

We have improved the skeleton for a work unit proposed in [3] by adding finish 
location and terminate (for abort) location. The abort transactions will not restart. 
Now the improved timed automaton skeleton for a work unit is abstracted as Figure 5. 
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Commit_Trans
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Ncommit[ti]! Nabort[ti]!

Rollback
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         Fig.5 Improved timed automaton skeleton for a work unit 
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A transaction contains a set of operations by its definition. Hence, the skeleton for 

modeling a real-time transaction shown in Fig. 5 could contain multiple basic 

operation patterns shown in Fig. 3. If the CC is lock-based, the lock request pattern 

also should be instantiated in the transaction. Before the transaction starts, the 
initializations for the transaction including the clock tc reset, initialization of 

transaction priority. The basic patterns are instantiated for modeling the transaction. 

If the transaction finishes its job and wants to commit, it will notify the transaction 

system using channel Ncommit. After the commit, if the clock variable tc is bigger than 

the given deadline then the automaton will move to the location deadline_miss. 

Otherwise it moves to location finish. However, if an error occurs, the transaction will 

abort and notify the transaction system by channel Nabort and then system will 

rollback. After the rollback operation, if the clock time tc does not exceed the deadline 

then it moves to Terminate, otherwise, it moves to deadline_miss. 
(4) Version Controller Pattern 
    The version controller pattern is designed for deleting the obsolete versions. Our 
proposed version controller pattern is shown in Figure 6. 

                          

C CIdle Tcommit[i]? Vmerge()

Recieve Update_Done

 
         Fig.6 Version controller pattern 

 

After a transaction has finished all its work, it will signal the version controller using 
channel Tcommit and the version controller receives it and performs version merge 
operation based on a certain MVCC mechanism. The function Vmerge () is for deleting 
the old versions of data items and the deleting mechanisms may be different under 
different MVCC algorithms. As a matter of fact, version controller is important for 
periodic transaction set due to the limitation of the buffer size of data.  
(5) Lock Manager Pattern 
   In the lock-based CC, the transaction system should have a lock manager to manger 
the grant or reject the lock requests from transactions. The basic skeleton for lock 
manager is completely reused from [3] and shown in Figure 7. 
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         Fig.7 Basic skeleton for lock manager 

    
   The skeleton in Fig.7 contains two main branches. One is lock request handling, the 
other is unlock request handling. As is mentioned in lock request pattern, the 
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transaction will send signal lock[i][j][k] and the lock manger will receive. After 
receiving the signal, lock manager will call the function Satisfied (). If Satisfied () 
returns true, then the lock request is granted and the signal Grant[i][j][k] is sent to the 
transaction and also the lock status of data item will be updated by UpdateGrant (). 
The function Satisfied () is defined to check whether a lock request should be granted. 
If the Satisfied () returns false, the manager rejects the lock request and sends the 
wait[i][j][k] signal to the target transaction and put the transaction into the queue 
which contains the information of transactions who waiting for the lock on the data 
using function UpdateUngrant (). And in this situation, the transaction has to wait 
until it is granted. If the Satisfied () returns true, the lock request should be granted 
and signal Grant[i][j][k] will be sent and the corresponding transaction will obtain the 
lock and perform operation on the certain data item.  
    With the same principal as the lock request, after getting lock and performing certain 
operations, the transaction will send signal to inform the lock manger that it does not 
need the lock by using channel Unlock[i][j][k]. When lock manager receives the unlock 
signal, it first updates the locking status for the transaction and data using function 
UpdateUnlock () and then checks whether there are any transactions waiting for lock 
on the unlocked data by using function IsWaitingdata(). If the function IsWaitingdata 
() returns true, that means there is a transaction waiting for locking on the unlocked 
data. Then the lock manager gets the information of the transaction who is waiting for 
locking on the unlocked data by using the function GetTransFromQueue () and then 
grants the lock request by sending Grant[next][j][k] to the waiting transaction and 
updates the locking status for the waiting transaction by using function 
Updategrantnext (). Otherwise, the lock manager timed automaton will move from the 
location Unlock_Received to the initial location Idle. 
(6) Isolation Observer Pattern  
    The isolation observer pattern is proposed in [3] for matching the phenomena in 
Tbl.2 and shown in Figure 8. In this thesis, this pattern is reused to verify isolation 
level. 
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         Fig.8 Isolation Observer Pattern 

  We use an enumerative method to identify all the possible conflict operation 

sequences between two arbitrary transactions. Since our transaction set is predictable, 

it is a feasible way to verify isolation level with this method even if it is naive to a certain 

extent.  
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6. Modeling MVCC Algorithms 

   In Chapter 5, we have proposed our modeling approach and introduced the basic 
modeling patterns and skeletons. Some of the basic patterns are extended to adapt to 
the MVCC such as basic operation patterns and work unit skeleton. 
   In this section, we focus on modeling three MVCC algorithms including multi-version 
Timestamp Ordering, a Variant of multi-version Two-phase Locking and Two-Version 
Priority Ceiling Protocol on a concrete transaction set. The three algorithms will be 
modeled using our proposed modeling approach with the basic modeling patterns and 
skeletons introduced in Chapter 5. The patterns and skeletons used in the models may 
be a little different for different MVCC algorithms. Some small adjustments in the 
models are needed according to certain algorithms, and explained alongside the 
examples. The given transaction set contains four transactions (T0, T1, T2, T3) and a 
series of operations on three data items (A, B, C). The transaction set is shown in Table 
4. We assign the priority values 2,3,1,4 to transaction T0~T4, respectively. And also 
the transaction deadlines 20,16,22,6 time units for T0~T4. Note that the version 
controller is not used in our examples, since we have only four transactions and the 
data version size for each data item is decidable and predicable. Instead the operations 
on data versions are modeled implicitly using user-defined functions. 
 

T0 T1 T2 T3 
Read A Read A Read A Write C 
Write A Calculate Write B  

 Write B If error Abort  
 Read C Write A  
 Write C   

 
Tbl.4 Modeling Transaction Set  

6.1 MVTO 

    In this subsection, the algorithm description for multi-version Timestamp Ordering 
will be introduced first, after which the work unit model under this algorithm and 
related models for functional modules in transaction system will be presented. 

6.1.1 Algorithm description for MVTO 

Multi-version Timestamp Ordering(MVTO) [16] mechanism is an important kind of 
MVCC algorithm in DBMS. In this algorithm, each transaction is assigned a unique 
and static timestamp which could be regarded as the identifier by the DBMS to identify 
a transaction. The timestamps are assigned to the transactions based on the time that 
the transactions are submitted to the transaction system. Therefore, the timestamp 
value could be regarded as a start time of the transaction, denoted by TS(Ti), where the 
Ti is the ith transaction in the transaction system. Note that the timestamp values could 
be the real time values of the DBMS or the integer values. In this thesis, we model the 
timestamps as discrete integer values. 

For a data-item x, it has a version list which contains the historical values like <x1, 
x2……. xk> ordering with the created time (xk is the latest version). Under MVTO 
algorithm, for any data version value xi, two kinds of timestamps are maintained [35]. 

(1) RTS: The read timestamp of data version xi means the largest timestamp value of 
all transactions that have read xi. 

(2) WTS: The write timestamp of data version xi equals to the timestamp value of the 
transaction that have written data version xi. 
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The algorithm mechanism is shown as following: 
If transaction Ti wants to read data x. the version of x data with the largest timestamp 

less than or equal to TS(Ti), xk is read. Then Ti reads the xk, meanwhile if TS(Ti)> 
RTS(xk) then set RTS(xk)= TS(Ti).  

However, for write operation of Ti, two cases need to be considered. If another 
transaction Tj has already processed a read operation on data x, version xk is read. Then 
if we have TS(Tk)<TS(Ti)<TS(Tj), the write operation from Ti on x is rejected and the 
transaction Ti is aborted and it will rollback and even cause cascading rollback. 
Otherwise, Ti will create a new version xi and WTS(xi)=RTS(xi)=TS(Tj). Normally data 
version will be deleted from the oldest to newest in the database [16]. 

6.1.2 Modeling MVTO  

    Based on the MVTO mechanism, the transaction set is modeled and transaction T0 
is shown in Figure 9 as an example. Since MVTO is not lock-based MVCC, therefore, 
the lock manager is not needed here. For the isolation level verification, the isolation 
observer is modeled based on the definition in Tbl.2 and Isolation Observer pattern in 
Fig.8. The isolation observer for phenomenon G2 between T0 and T2 is shown in 
Figure 10. 

  
 

        Fig.9 Timed automaton for transaction T0 under MVTO 
 

Before the transaction starts to execute operations, the basic parameters should be 
set in advance including timestamp TS [0], priority value prior [0]. The clock variable 
tc should also be reset. Then the transaction system will schedule the transactions with 
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corresponding transaction will execute.  In the thesis, the read and write operations 
are modeled as user-defined functions. Under MVTO, a data versions list is modeled 
as an array of structures. Each structure contains RTS, WTS of the data version, the 
value of the data version is omitted because we do not write the real data value to the 
version, we just model the mechanism.  

Under MVTO, read operation never fails, but write operation may fail to write data 
and abort and may cause cascading rollback for the transaction system. The function 
Read_MVTO () is used to read a data item (Read_MVTO (0,0) in Fig.9 denotes 
transaction T0 reads from data A). For example, in Fig.9, when Read_MVTO () is 
called, the version list of data A will be checked and the transaction will read the most 
suitable version of data A with the timestamp ordering mechanism. With the same 
principle, checkwrite () is used for checking whether the transaction is legal to write 
on the data item by checking the timestamps of each version in the list of a data item. 
Based on the MVTO mechanism, if the checking result indicates that the write 
operation could be performed then checkwrite () will return true, otherwise, it will 
return false and the transaction has to abort. If checkwrite () returns true, then the 
transaction will perform write operation on the data. Write_MVTO () is for performing 
write operation and creating a new version for the data item based on the MVTO 
mechanism. By using these functions, we do not need a special automaton for reading 
and writing data. After the transaction finishes its work, the priority will be set to 0 and 
release CPU and the guard is used to verify whether the transaction has missed the 
deadline or not. This is the basic routine for a real-time transaction under MVCC.  

 
Fig.10 Isolation observer for G2 between T0 and T2 

The enumeration method has been introduced in section 2.3 to model and verify the 
isolation level based on the definition in Tbl.2. First we should make an analysis on the 
transaction set. Since all the data operations of the transaction system are known a 
priori, we can list all possible combinations between arbitrary two transactions. 
Phenomena G0 and G1 do not exist according to Tbl.2. Hence, only G2 needs to be 
verified. There are only two possible directed circles containing one or more anti-
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transaction i reads data j. For j, 0 is data A, 1 is data B and 2 is data C). Fig.9 shows the 
Isolation observer for G2 between T0 and T2. The isolation observers are always the 
same for the three MVCC algorithms. Hence, in the following parts, we don’t discuss 
and present it again. 
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6.2 A Variant of MV2PL 

    In this section, we will focus on the algorithm and modeling on the variant of MV2PL. 

6.2.1 Algorithm description for variant of MV2PL  

Multi-version Two-Phase Locking (MV2PL) [16] is a famous and classical MVCC 
mechanism and has the similar mechanism with the single-version Two-phase 
Locking. It combines both multi-version timestamp ordering mechanism and Two-
Phase Locking mechanism.  

In classical MV2PL, the transaction system will differentiate between update (write-
only or contains writes) transactions and read-only transactions. And for each data 
item x, the same as the MVTO mechanism, it has a sequence of versions<x1, x2……. xk>. 
Each data version has only one timestamp, based on a counter: ts-counter (global 
counter), which will be increased after each update transaction commits. And for both 
read-only and update transactions, each of them will be assigned a unique timestamp 
when the transaction starts.  

The classical MV2PL algorithm working mechanism is shown as following: 
(1) When update transactions want to achieve read or write operations, the read and 

write locks need to be acquired and the transactions follow the rigorous two-
phase locking. That means that read/write locks will be held up to the end of the 
transaction. 

 When an update transaction wants to achieve read operation on data item, 
it needs to obtains a shared lock (S-lock or read-lock) [16] on the data and 
reads the latest version of the data. 

 When it wants to update a data item. First it needs to obtain exclusive lock 
(X-lock or write-lock) on the data and creates a new version of the data 

and also sets the timestamp of the data version to .  

 When the update transaction finishes and commits. First it will set time 
timestamp on the versions that it has created during its execution to ts-
counter+1 and the transaction sets ts-counter=ts-counter+1. 

(2)  When a read-only transaction wants to read a data item, it does not need to 
acquire any lock. 

 If the transaction starts after the update transaction increments ts-
counter, it will read the version created by the update transaction. 

 If the transaction starts before the update transaction increments ts-
counter, it can only read the old versions instead of the version created by 
the update transaction. 

    In order to avoid unnecessary block on read operations, a variation of MV2PL is 
introduced. The algorithm has three main features:  

(1) The first one is that for all read operations in transaction system, no shared-lock 
is required to read a data item. Only the write operations need X-locks and 
achieve two phase locking mechanism. This is different from classical MV2PL. 

(2) The second is that in order to ensure the real-time properties, the Priority 
Inheritance Protocol [12] (PIP) is integrated into this algorithm. For example, if 
transaction B wants to lock and write data x and currently the data is locked by 
another transaction A and B’s priority is higher than A’s priority. B is blocked 
and put into the queue. Transaction A will inherit the priority of B until it unlocks 
the data x based on the PIP. After A unlocks the data item, it will resume the 
priority it had at the point of obtaining the lock on the data object. 

(3) The third one is that the algorithm uses snapshot isolation mechanism instead 
of full SERIALIZABLE isolation.   
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6.2.2 Modeling Variant algorithm of MV2PL 

The timed automaton for transaction T0 under the variant algorithm for MV2PL is 
shown in Figure 11. And the lock manager is shown in Figure 12. 

 

              
   Fig.11 Timed automaton for transaction T0 under the variant of MV2PL 

 

 
 

Fig.12 Lock manager for the variant algorithm of MV2PL 
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transaction under MVTO. Under this algorithm, no read lock is needed, the only lock 
type is write lock. So channel lock[i][j] (i: transaction ID,0~3; j: data ID 0~2 denotes 
A~C) is regarded as write lock by default, so is the unlock[i][j]. It is worth mentioning 
that the priority for each transaction is defined as a structure which contains three 
items: Rprio, Iprio and HighPrio. Where, Rprio denotes the transaction running 
priority, Iprio denotes the backup of the original priority of the transaction and 
HighPrio denotes that the higher priority inherited from a higher priority transaction 
under PIP. When the transaction starts transaction system will set original priority to 
Rprio and Iprio. During the execution, if a higher priority transaction was blocked by 
this transaction, then the transaction will inherit the priority from the blocked 
transaction and set the Rprio and HighPrio as the inherited priority until it releases 
the corresponding lock and set its priority back to the priority at the point when it 
obtains the lock. 
     The lock manager is based on the lock manager skeleton in section 5.2. Fig.12 shows 
the timed automaton for lock manager under the variant algorithm of MV2PL. The 
main adjustment is the channel signal. Because we have only write lock in this 
algorithm. Lock type is regarded as write lock by default. Hence, we just distinguish 
data ID and transaction ID. 
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6.3 2VPCP 

    In this section, we will first introduce the Two-Version Priority Ceiling Protocol and 
then present the algorithm implementation in UPPAAL. 

6.3.1 Algorithm description for 2VPCP  

  The 2VPCP (Two-Version Priority Ceiling Protocol) is a two-version variant of 
Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol which is proposed in [4]. The 2VPCP aims to 
favor the read-only transactions and higher priority transactions.  
  Basically, in 2VPCP, a transaction system contains a fixed number of transactions and 
each data item has two versions: one is a consistent version and another is a working 
version. The consistent version contains the data values that are updated by a 
committed transaction, whereas the updated values from uncommitted transaction are 
stored in the working version. In 2VPCP, three kinds of locks are used in the system, 
which are read, write, and certify lock. The locking mechanism is as follows. When a 
transaction wants to read or write a data item, the transaction must first achieve read-
lock or write-lock on the data item. read operations will read from the consistent 
version, and write operations will update the version in the working version. Before the 
transaction commits, it must convert each of its write locks to a corresponding certify 
lock on a certain data item. Once the transaction gets the certify locks on the data item, 
it will copy the working version value to the consistent version. It is important to note 
that convert from the write lock to certify lock can be regarded as requesting a new 
certify lock. Only when a transaction has obtained write lock then the certify lock could 
be granted. When a transaction terminates, all of its locks must be released. All 
transactions follow the 2PL scheme [12]. The compatibility matrix of locks is shown in 
Table 4. 

Req\Locked R W C 
R yes yes no 
W yes no no 
C no no no 

 
Tbl.5 Compatibility matrix of locks in 2VPCP 

 

  Now we will discuss the running mechanism of 2VPCP in details. In this algorithm, 
we focus on the fixed priority scheduling on uniprocessor and each transaction has a 
fixed priority. Based on the Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol [4], the Write Priority 
Ceiling (WPL) of data item x is equal to the highest priority of the transactions may 
write it. The absolute priority ceiling APL of the data item x is equal to the highest 
priority of the transactions may read or write it. The Read/Write priority ceiling RWPL 
of the data item x is set dynamically. When a transaction achieves read-lock or write-
lock on data item x, then the RWPL of data item x is set as WPL and when a transaction 
achieves certify-lock on data item x, then the RWPL of data item x is set as APL. There 
are following four important points for 2VPCP. 

(1) A Higher priority transaction can preempt lower priority transactions during 
the execution in the preemptive region (except read and write operations), 
whether the priority is assigned by DBMS or inherited from other transactions 
(Priority inheritance will be discussed in (3)).  

(2) When a transaction tries to read-lock, write-lock, or the certify-lock on the data 
item x, its priority should be higher than the RWPL of all data items currently 
locked by other transactions other than itself. Otherwise, the lock request is 
rejected. If its priority is higher than the RWPL of all data items currently 
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locked, then three cases needed to be considered. 

 If the transaction read-locks the data item, then sets the RWPL of data 
item is set as WPL. 

 If the transaction write-locks the data item, then sets the RWPL of data 
item is set as WPL. 

 If the transaction certify-locks the data item, then sets the RWPL of data 
item is set as WPL. It is important to note that the transaction must have 
got the write lock on the data and both APL and WPL of the data item 
should be no less than the priority of the transaction. 

(3) Each transaction has and uses its assigned priority, unless when it gets the locks 
on certain data items and blocks higher priority transactions. At this time, PIP 
is applied for preventing the priority inversion problems under 2VPCP. 

(4) All the transactions under 2VPCP follow the 2PL mechanism. No new locks on 
the data items will be granted in the transaction when the transaction starts to 
unlock data.  

6.3.2 Modeling 2VPCP  

 

                        
 

Fig.13 Timed automaton for transaction T0 under 2VPCP 
 

    As is shown in Fig.13, the transaction still has the similar routine as we have 
discussed before. The main difference is that read, write and certify locks are used in 
2VPCP and each data will change its R/W priority during the runtime. The 
transformation from write lock to certify lock is regarded as applying a new lock. PIP 
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is also applied during the transaction execution for preventing the priority inversion. 
Note that in this algorithm, the write and read functions are not used because reading 
and writing data are always on the unique buffer (consistency version and working 
version) of a data item. This is also a big difference between the previous two. The lock 
manager for 2VPCP is completely derived from the lock manager skeleton and shown 
in Fig.14.  
 

 

 
Fig.14 Lock manager for 2VPCP 
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6.4 Summary 

    So far, we have modeled three MVCC algorithms using our modular modeling 
approach and the basic modeling skeletons and patterns. From the models shown in 
Fig.9~Fig.14 under the three MVCC algorithms, we can easily find the similarities and 
differences of these models by comparing the modeling skeletons and patterns used by 
them. Table 6 shows the utilizes of the modeling skeletons and patterns under three 
MVCC algorithms. 
 

                                                
 
Skeletons and Patterns 

   

Work Unit Skeleton √ √ √ 

Read/Write Operation Pattern √ √ √ 

Isolation Observer Pattern √ √ √ 

Lock Request Pattern × √ √ 

Lock Manager Skeleton × √ √ 

Version Controller Pattern × × × 
 

(√--- used   ×---not used) 
Tbl.6 Utilizes of the modeling skeletons and patterns 

 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the data operations are modeled 
implicitly using user-defined functions instead of version controller without 
considering the version deleting because we have only four transactions in our 
transaction set and the data version buffer size is decidable and predictable. Even if the 
version controller is not used in this thesis, it is still essential when we model 
transaction systems with a larger number of transactions or model the periodic 
transaction systems. Apart from Version Controller Pattern, we can find that Variant 
MV2PL and 2VPCP always use the same patterns and skeletons. Only the patterns 
associated with lock are not used in MVTO because MVTO is not lock-based MVCC. 

 The transaction systems could be modeled easily and quickly with our modular 
modeling approach by using the introduced modeling skeletons and patterns. The 
burden on the modeling efforts could be significantly reduced. 
 
  

MVTO Variant MV2PL 2VPCP 
MVCC 
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7. Verification Results and Analysis 

   In the previous chapter, three algorithms are introduced and modeled with the given 

transaction set using the basic modeling patterns and skeletons presented in chapter 

5. The models are verified using the model checking tool in UPPAAL. The verification 

results are presented in following tables. Table 6~8 show the verification results of 

MVTO, variant algorithm of MV2PL and 2VPCP, respectively. 

 

ID Specification Verification 

Time(s) 

Explored 

States 

Result 

S1 A[] not  P1.miss_deadline 0.562 87435 satisfied 

S2 A[] not  P2.miss_deadline 0.594 87435 satisfied 

S3 A[] not  P3.miss_deadline 0.625 84483 Not satisfied 

S4 A[] not  P4.miss_deadline 0.625 87435 satisfied 

S5 A[] not (Obs2.G2|| Obs1.G2) 0.578 87435 satisfied 

 
Tbl.6 Verification Results Using MVTO 

 

ID Specification Verification 

Time(s) 

Explored 

States 

Result 

S1 A[] not  P1.miss_deadline 1.516 182835 satisfied 

S2 A[] not  P2.miss_deadline 1.515 182835 satisfied 

S3 A[] not  P3.miss_deadline 1.516 182835 satisfied 

S4 A[] not  P4.miss_deadline 1.484 182835 satisfied 

S5 A[] not (Obs2.G2|| Obs1.G2) 0.344 34002 Not satisfied 

 
Tbl.7 Verification Results Using variant algorithm of MV2PL 

 

ID Specification Verification 

Time(s) 

Explored 

States 

Result 

S1 A[] not  P1. miss_deadline 1.781 187573 satisfied 

S2 A[] not  P2. miss_deadline 1.750 187573 satisfied 

S3 A[] not  P3. miss_deadline 1.766 187573 satisfied 

S4 A[] not  P4. miss_deadline 1.734 187573 satisfied 

S5 A[] not (Obs2.G2|| Obs1.G2) 1.735 187573 satisfied 

 
Tbl.8 Verification Results Using 2VPCP 
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     From the tables above, we can see the verification results for these three algorithms. 

Note that P1~P4 denote the timed automata of transaction T0~T3, respectively. S5 is 

for SERIALIZABLE isolation verification under a certain MVCC. The results show that 

only the 2VPCP satisfies both real-time properties and full isolation property for the 

given transaction set. SERIALIZABLE isolation property is satisfied as we expect 

because 2VPCP only produces fully serializable schedules [12]. The variant algorithm 

of MV2PL could only satisfy the real-time properties. However, it cannot ensure the 

fully serializable schedules. In fact, as we have already mentioned in the algorithm 

description for the variant algorithm of MV2PL, the algorithm is under Snapshot 

Isolation level which does not always produce fully serializable schedules. Under 

MVTO, transactions suffer from the unpredictable aborts due to the write operations 

for unbound times which can bring catastrophic consequence for the hard real-time 

transaction systems. MVTO is not able to ensure the real-time property for the given 

transaction set even if it can ensure the full serializability. Pure MVTO is not suitable 

for RTDBMS domain due to its unpredictability. 

   The goal of this thesis is to model the real-time transaction set under different MVCC 

algorithms and verify both timeliness and isolation level. Based on the verification 

results, we can choose the suitable algorithm for the transaction set by comparing the 

verification results under a series of MVCC algorithms. The verification results in Table 

6~8 demonstrate that 2VPCP is the appropriate concurrency control algorithm for the 

given transaction set, since it ensures both timeliness and isolation. For a hard real-

time system with only the options of MVTO and the variant of MV2PL, the variant 

MV2PL would be the choice, because it guarantees timeliness even though isolation is 

relaxed. 
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8. Related work 

Serializability Theory is commonly used in the database community for analyzing 

the correctness of CC. Serializability Theory is a method for analyzing executions 

allowed by concurrency control algorithm. The theory gives a precise condition under 

which an execution is correct. A concurrency control algorithm is then assessed to be 

correct if all of its executions are correct. Literatures [18,19,20] present the relevant 

analysis on Serializability Theory. However, these analyses are based on assumptions 

for traditional non-real-time DBMS, and do not consider real-time properties. 

 A significant amount of research has been devoted to analyzing the Real-Time 

transactions. However, most of them have not combined logical data consistency with 

real-time properties (e.g. timeliness), instead of analyzing them separately. Makni et 

al. model a certain concurrency control algorithm with real-time transactions using 

SPIN [24]. As we have stated, they just focus on the timeliness and ignore the isolation. 
Xiong et al. propose a method to specify transactional properties, which considers 

isolation and timeliness [21]. However, the models they build are in a conceptual and 

theoretical level, and cannot be used to verify isolation based on fine-grained 

transaction executions. Modular specification of advanced transaction models is 

proposed in [22] by Gallina et al. A formal modeling and analysis approach for real-

time transactions using PVS is proposed by Chkliaev et al. [23] and in their work, 

modeling commit protocols is the target, instead of concurrency control and isolation. 

To our knowledge, no tools exist for modeling real-time database. The design of 

verification tools for modeling real-time database is still on going. An experimental 

environment for real-time database system called V4DB [13] is being designing and 

implementing by the Technical University of Ostrava. This experimental environment 

is suitable for simulating the process for real-time transaction systems. The 

experimental system is still in further development. However, it is just a simulation 

tool for RTDBMS instead of a formal model checking and verification tool [14].  

UPPAAL has been used to model real-time transactions. Various real-time CC 

algorithms were modeled in UPPAAL [14]. However, this piece of work does not check 

the real-time properties (e.g. timeliness) as we expect. A framework based on UPPAAL 

for modeling long running transactions with timing constraints has been proposed by 

Lanotte et al. [25]. Unfortunately, in their work, the focus point is on modeling 

different committing protocols without considering the most important real-time 

properties for real-time transactions. 
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9. Summary and Future work 

   In this section, a short summary of this thesis will be presented first and then we 

discuss the future work on the thesis.  

9.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we propose an approach for modeling transaction systems under 

multi-version concurrency control, in order to verify timeliness and isolation of the 

transactions. The approach is modular, consisting of patterns and skeletons as basic 

modeling units. Our proposed modular modeling approach not only eases the 

understanding of the modeled transaction systems, but also enables easy adjustments 

for adapting current MVCC mechanism to another by using and extending the basic 

modeling skeletons and patterns. Three MVCC algorithms including MVTO, the 

variant algorithm of MV2PL and 2VPCP are modeled and verified with a given 

transaction set using UPPAAL. The verification results show that 2VPCP outperforms 

the other two algorithms on the given transaction set considering both timeliness and 

isolation level. Hence, the 2VPCP is the most appropriate MVCC algorithm for the 

given transaction set in this case. 

The modeling approach proposed in this thesis could contribute to the development 

of RTDBMSs for real-time applications in which both timeliness and isolation should 

be guaranteed. By modeling the transactions under a series of MVCC mechanisms and 

verifying the timeliness and isolation properties, the RTDBMS designer can get 

instructions on which MVCC mechanism is more suitable for a given transaction set. 

The modularized approach could not only reduce modeling efforts, but also has the 

potential of automated tool support.  

9.2 Future work 

     One of our future work is that more transaction sets need to be evaluated under the 

three MVCC algorithms so that a more concrete conclusion could be drawn. It will be 

interesting to see which MVCC mechanism performs especially well for which type of 

transaction set. In this way, when given a transaction set, the designer can get more 

instructions to choose the most appropriate MVCC to design and implement the target 

RTDBMSs. The second future work is that we need to model more MVCC algorithms 

to rich our library and it will be more flexible to choose most suitable MVCC from the 

candidates for a given transaction set. In the current approach, the estimation of time 

spent on the operations (read/write/calculation) in the transactions is very pessimistic.  

Therefore, the third part of our future work is to use the stop watch [34] which is 

provided by UPPAAL 4.1 to evaluate the worst case execution time (WCET), best case 

execution time (BECT) for the operations and also the preemption time by higher 

priority transactions. In real-time system, the executions of transactions are often 

periodic. Hence, the fourth part of our future work is to extend our transaction system 

to periodic transactions for practical embedded systems. The introduced skeletons and 

patterns could be improved and used for modeling periodic transactions. Last but not 

the least, our future work will also contain the data recovery.  
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